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➢Introduction



Image-Text Matching
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two retrieval sub-tasks: 
✓ image annotation: given an image query to find mached texts 
✓ image search :given a text query to retrieve matched images



Motivation
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Incorporating the complementary advantages of global alignment and 
local correspondence, as well as balancing their relative importance.

Coarse-grained image-text   
matching

Fine-grained image-text   
matching
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➢Method



Visual Semantic Reasoning Network(VSRN)
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➢ Bottom-Up Attention
➢ Region Relationship Reasoning
➢ Global Semantic Reasoning
➢ GRU Encoder Text:
➢ Text Generation Modual

Multiple local features Global Representation

Global Alignment

Reasoning
Serialization fusion

Text embedding



Ours(VSR++) Framework
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➢ Incorporating the complementary advantages of global alignment 
and local correspondence in our VSR++ method.

➢ develop a suitable learning strategy to balance their relative 
importance.



Local Cross-Modal Attention
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Model Learning Strategy
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𝑺 𝑰, 𝑻 = 𝑺𝑮 𝑰, 𝑻 + 𝝁𝑺𝑳 𝑰, 𝑻

➢ Global-local similarity fusion

➢ triplet ranking loss cross-modal learning

𝓛𝒕𝒓𝒊𝒑𝒍𝒆𝒕 = 𝒎𝒂𝒙[𝟎, 𝜶 − 𝑺 𝑰, 𝑻 + 𝑺 𝑰, 𝑻 ] +𝒎𝒂𝒙 𝟎, 𝜶 − 𝑺 𝑰, 𝑻 + 𝑺 𝑰, 𝑻

Caption generation：

𝓛𝒈𝒆𝒏𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 = −

𝒕=𝟏

𝒍

𝒍𝒐𝒈𝒑 𝒚𝒕 𝒚𝒕−𝟏, 𝑽
∗; 𝜽

maximize the log-likelihood of the predicted output caption. 

➢ Our final loss function： 𝓛 = 𝓛𝒕𝒓𝒊𝒑𝒍𝒆𝒕 + 𝓛𝒈𝒆𝒏𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏
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➢Experiments



Ablation Study
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Table 1: Ablation studies on Flickr30k to 
investigate the effect of different network 
structures and different association ways. 
Results are reported in terms of recall@k(R@K).

Table 2: Ablation studies on Flickr30k to analyze 
the impact of different values of the association 
parameter µ between the global image-text 
alignment and local region-word correspondence. 

➢ Significantly improve the 
cross-modal similarity.

➢ The optimal fusion coefficient 
µ=2.0.

➢ Bi-GRU is better than GRU 
encoding.

➢ Similarity fusion is significantly 
better than other fusion ways.



Comparisons with the SOTA 
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Table 3: The result of VSR++ on MS-COCO (1K test) dataset. 

Table 4: The result of VSR++ on Flickr30K dataset. 

R@1 +0.6

R@1 +1.6

+0.4 

+1.3 



Visualization Analysis
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Image -> Text Retrieval

Text -> Image Retrieval



Thank you!

Suggestion Questions


